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Hitchhiker's guide
to the Antarctic

Dr Simon Berrow, co-ordinator if the IWDG, is

leavina Ireland inJuly jOr the Antarctic. Here he

rqIects on the achievements ifIWDG and pon

ders thefuture if marine conservation in Ireland.

The International Whaling Commis
sion (IWC) meeting in Dublin this

May, hosted by the National Parks
and Wildlife Service (NP& WS), is not only

the biggest "whale" event ever to have taken

place in Ireland but is also probably the

biggest single environmental / wildlife con
servation event to be hosted in Ireland. It is

a great achievement by the NP& WS and

reflects the high regard in which they are

held not only by the IWC but the interna
tional environmental community.

Since 1991 and the declaration of! rish

waters as a whale and dolphin sanctuary,

the Irish government through Michael

Canny, the Irish commissioner, has been
one of the most vociferous member states

against commercial whaling. Most of the
anti-whaling lobby consider the Irish com

missioner to be one of the most powerful

and influential voices in the IWe. It is great

to see Ireland taking a lead in such an

important international environmental

issue, reflecting the views and concerns of

the Irish people. However, closer to home

there is still a need for greater commitment

to the management ofIrish waters as a

whale and dolphin sanctuary and to main

tain the quality of the marine environment.
It is always easier to do nothing than to

take a proactive lead and often lack of

information is a great excuse for inaction.

Traditionally this has been one of the rea

sons for not taking a greater interest in the
marine animals in the sea around Ireland.

Only those who work on the sea, fIshermen

and sailors, knew the great richness and

diversity in Irish waters. Southwest Ireland
is one of the most productive waters in

Europe. Visitors from overseas appreciate

the clean water, long empty beaches and

inspiring seascape often reminiscent of a

forgotten era in their native lands. As a

blow-in to Ireland myself! always associate

the sea with being on holiday; I have been

on holiday for the last 8 years since I came
to study in Ireland, or so it seems. How

ever, increasingly the Irish people are redis

covering their relationship with the sea.
The Irish monks at the time of St Brendan

were some of the greatest seafarers and
traded philosophy, culture and commodi

ties along the western seaboard of Europe.

As people discover the sea they want to

understand it more and get inspiration
from its power and beauty.

Following an intensive research effort at

UCC we are getting a better understanding

of the distribution, abundance and ecology
of cetaceans in Irish waters and answers to

important questions on their status and

threats. We have population estimates for

whales, dolphins and porpoises in the

Celtic Sea. We know that Harbour por

poises in the Irish sea are contaminated

with radionuclides and levels of heavy met
als in cetaceans around the Irish coast are

Continued on paae 2

The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group is dedicated to the study and conservation of·
cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) in Irish waters
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Continued flom pa8e 1

higher than expected. We have quantified incidental cap
ture of cetaceans in some fisheries and have identified fish

eries that may be having a serious impact on some

populations and others which are relatively benign. We can
now provide a sound scientific input into management deci

sions, essential for the proper conservation of any natural
resource.

However, without the political will at government and

local level all this is irrelevant. Ireland is taking a lead inter

nationally but maybe it's time Ireland took full responsibil

ity for Irish waters. The government is soon appointing a
marine biologist to the NP&WS, the other main IWDG

objective when we were established in December 1990.

Daily Express : November
1989

Perhaps this is the commitment and initiative that heralds a
new era for marine conservation in Ireland. If further initia- .

tives at local level from both public authorities and private
individuals emerge then perhaps we can provide true sanc

tuary for marine wildlife in Ireland but also for people who
visit the coast.

Finally, it has been a privilege to work and study in Ire

land and to be associated with the Irish people. This country
has many gifted and inspirational people some of whom I

have been fortunate to meet and work with. As I sit on my

small island in the southern hemisphere I will reflect on my
experiences and watch with interest the next era of the
IWDG and marine conservation and education in Ireland.

As the saying goes, So10n8-and thanks for all thefish.

g(O) Discussion in Plenary, 27 May 1994-

Agenda item 11.1.4, comprehensive assessment of whale stocks-North Atlantic minke whales

8(0) is the probability that a whale which is on the trackline if the survo/ vessel will actually be seen by the observer. It is used to 'cor

rect' the abundance estimate from a sighting survey to account for those individuals missed by the survey team.

Ireland: Is it correct to say that there are two values for g(O) and that at the moment it cannot be said that one is more cor
rect than the other?

Chairman: Yes, I have to agree with that.

Ireland: Can the Chairman of the Scientific Committee confirm that if the alternative g(O) is correct, the population esti
mate would be reduced?

Chairman: Yes.

Ireland: My understanding is that we had an agreed estimate which was based on the best data at the time. Now we have
new information related to uncertainty about the value of g(O). I would like that recorded.
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The /WDG with the support if the RSPCA and fundingfiom the

/SPCA and DoE (N/) have produced guidelines for the we!fare if
live stranded cetaceans. There are about 2 or 3 live strandings

annually on the Irish coast usually dolphins but also larger whales

such asfin, minke and killer whales. Occasionally there are mass

strandings such as the mass stranding if white-sided dolphins in

Killala Bay, Co Mayo, last September.

The booklet will be distributed to the Gardai, /SPCA renional

c1Jices, National Parks and Wild1!fe Service and local vets. Hope

fully ifftced with a beached whale or dolphin these guidelines will

help those responsible to react appropriately and be better

iriformed. The nuide will be c1Jicially launched in Dublin durinn

the week 22-26 May to coincide with the /WCs Humane Killinn

'Workinn Group meeting.

Forfurther iriformation or to obtain a booklet contact Brendan

Price, Tobergrenan, Garristown, Co Dublin.

IWDG Education Officer
FundinnJrom the /SPCA and the /WDG
has enabled Brendan Price to act as an

Education Ojficerfor the /WDG. He has

been visitinn schools and clubs throughout

the country talking about whales and dol

phins and doing projects with the children.

This has been a nreat success not only

because if children's interest in this subject

but also Brendan's great ability to commu
nicate wjth children.

Thefundinn has nowfinished but the

/ WDG is nrateful to the /SPCAfor their

support. The /WDGJeels that involvement

with schools is if extreme importance as

children are thefuture leaders if the coun

try and encourane supportfor similar pro

jects in thefuture.

Conamara walkabout is part of the Conamara Bog Week on 3-5
June. Discover the richness and beauty ofConamara with your own
feet. Further details from the Conamara Environmental Education

Centre, Letterfrack, Co Galway(095) 41034or 43443.Also discover
the wildlife, culture and history ofInishbofin island as part of the
Inishbofin Summer School from 3-7July and 10-14July.

A boy's own story!
Killer whale sighted close to Bray

Head abo.ut May 1990 at approxi

mately 13.30 to 14.00 hrs.

Description: about 25-30 feet long.

Large fm slightly curled back at top.
Swimming fast back and forth close
to the rocks. As far as 1could see it

was on its own

At the time 1was not much inter

ested in whales and was not sure if it

was one because I thought they didn't

swim up the Irish Sea.
Carl McClure of Priorswood, Dublin

17, on Youth Reach project from the

Liberties recalls a sighting while hill

walking on Bray Head. No one believed
him!

Guide to Whalewatching in
Northern Europe
Erich Hoyt has written, on behalf of

the Whale and Dolphin Conservation

Society, a guidebook to whalewatch

ing in Northern Europe. Covering

countries from Norway and Iceland to
France and the UK, Ireland is featured

very strongly with arow1d 15 opera

tors now offering whale and dolphin

watching trips in Ireland. Whale

watching was estimated to be worth

£1.2 million to the Irish economy in

1993 and this figure is set to climb.

Whalewatching is an acceptable non

consumptive use of whales and whales
are now worth mort alive than dead!
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Although official recognition and

development of whalewatching in Ire
land has been slow to take off, it is

hoped that this guide will encourage

investment and enable people in Ire

land to see these magnificent creatures
for themselves.

The IWDG is hosting a joint recep
tion with the WDCS in Dublin on 25

May to launch the book. Contact

Marie 0'Connor at 7-9 Aston Quay,
Dublin 2. Tel: 6715444 for further

details. For copies of the guide contact
WDCS, 19a James Street West, Bath,

Avon, BAI 2BT, England.
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The wheel comes full circle

Brendan Price muses on the history if whale huntinB and on the eve

if the IWe Convention draws some lessonsjOr the world if today.

Did you know that cetacean bones had been found
in ancient Irish kitchen middens; that informal and

opportunistic inshore hunts of small whales were
not uncommon in Ireland and porpoise were a common

features ofimports from Galway and east coast to fish mer

chants in Bristol throughout the eighteenth century; that in

the 1840s a 600 -strong fleet from New Bedford and the

New England states hunting the great sperm whale brought
this leviathan to commercial extinction in less than twenty

years; that Faroese-type drives (which are still carried on
there) also occurred around Ireland?

The following account comes from the Northern WhiB of 21

May 1844:

Bantry Bay has been the scene ifbreat excitement, hiBh enjoy

ment and most valuable occuRation if the people if the locality this

week, in consequence if a vety larBeshoal if whales-Grampus

species-which entered that harbour on Monday and jOund their

way to the romantic bay if GlenBardf on Tuesday-the eveninB if
which dayjOund all kinds ifboats, weapons and missiles in requisi

tion jOr the attack on the herd. Ad immense number were secured

a correspondent states three hundred, the value if which he

computed at £1,500.00. NothinB could exceed the spirit-stirrinB

character if the whole scene, enhanced as it was by the beautiful

weather and splendid scenery if the Bay.

The times are changing. Last year the local authorities on

the Faroe Islands declared many unused rotting pilot whale

carcasses a public health hazard! Last year in Bantry Baylocal

residents successfully refloated a dolphin mother with calf.

In the 1700s, Captain Thomas Nesbitt was hunting

whale off Donegal. He had invented the harpoon swivel gun

and Ireland was competing with the Dutch and the British
for the rich oil.

Equip your Boats with Sharp Harpoon and Lance,

Let's strive our Publick Treasure to Advance,

So shall ReturninB Gold reward our Toil,

When London Lamps shall Blow with Irish Oil.

Between 1908 and 1920 whaling stations in Mayo and

Donegal killed over 1000 great whales. In 1930, 41 factory

ships accompanied by catcher ships and planes killed
37,000 whales in the Arctic. Of these, 28,000 were blue

whales. An estimated population of 330,000 blue whales

was reduced to 16,000 in the space often years. In 1954

the film Moby Dick was made in Youghal, some of the hunt

sequences in the Him were real. In 1966 blue whales were

fully protected.

Up to 1976 (the year of the Wildlife Act) Norwegian
boats still hunted minke whale in Ireland. In 1986 the Inter

national Whaling Commission declared a moratorium on

all hunting of great whales. In June 1991, the then
Taoiseach CJ Haughey declared Ireland a Whale and Dol

phin sanctuary on behalf of the Irish people.
In 1994 the IWC, following a French proposal sup

ported by the Irish, declared the Southern Ocean sanctuary
(Antarctica) .

In May 1995 Ireland hosts the IWC meeting in Dublin

Castle. As this meeting c·ommences so too does renewed

hunting of the minke whale by the Norwegian fleet!
A little over a month ago, unknown to the IWDG or

Irish media, Robert Doherty of Cheekpoint, Co. Water

ford and some friends came across a large minke whale

which had come up the river and beached on a mud bank as

the tide receded. Working in darkness some five hours later

they successfully refloated the whale which redirected itself
downstream and swam off, little the worse for wear.

In the brief existence of the IWDG much exciting infor
mation has come to light, we have learned of many such inci

dents as above, some ending successfully, some tragically.

Hopefully, there is a nationful of potential nature watchers
out there, just waiting to be harnessed. On 26 May, the
IWDG will launch Live StrandinB Guidelines and a live strand

ing network. We invite people countrywide to submit their

names if they wish to help with future strandings.
Ireland has in the past opportunistically and systemati- .

cally lethally exploited whales. But while we are no longer

involved in direct killing, much work remains to be done in

good management to avoid indirect killing by disturbance,

polhition, marine debris, fishing effort and more. We look

to the day when the boundaries of sanctuaries coalesce and
the marine environment is a safe one once again for whales,

great and small, and for our children. Only then ym we

justly claim to have come the full circle.

Throughout May and June the IWDG is celebrating the

Sanctuary and we invite you all to participate in this cele

bration. We hope to see our international visitors also join

in the festivities, especially those who may feel themselves

in the minority. They are after all meeting in a 'sanctuary'

where they can engage in calm and reasoned debate. When

their day's work is done and they leave the hotel conference
centre circuit they will fmd a warm welcome.

All our achievements are possible only because of you.

In the past Irish efforts have often been beleaguered by fac

tionalism, division and fragmentation. You, in common

objective, have made the Sanctuary possible through toler
ance and accommodation, healthy tension and conflict. 11ie

strength of the IWDG has come from this synergy and
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hopefully this will remain so. After the conference the

steering committee will retire and you will be presented

with a draft constitution and the opportunity to formally
elect a committee and ensure the survival of the IWDG.

The IWDG has never taken a position of moral superiority,

always having an eye to our past as an island community.

With this perspective the IWDG has worked well and this

will also make it possible for the many national and interna

tional NGOs coming to Ireland to make constructive and

peaceful progress. In the warm and welcome atmosphere of

celebration all petty, personal and national differences

between individuals, ambassadors, nations and NGOs

should go by the board in the interests of our common
future.

For the warmth and hospitality I have received on

IWDG business, in homes, groups, schools and communi

ties, I am most grateful and attest to the fact that this island

can truly become a sanctuary for all.

~ MARINE MAMMAL
.qr 't/ CO~S:ERVATIOX PROGRAM

~ . .!-'"

Whale &..Dolphin Conservation Society (England)

Thanks as always for your great newsletter. It is good to

see the IWDG go from strength to strength.

One of these days we have to meet! In the meantime I

wish you and your colleagues the ongoing success

which you so clearly deserve .

Sean Whyte, ChiifExecutive

The Marine Mammal Conservation Program (United States)

Enclosed is a contribution of $100 from our all volunteer program on
Nantucket Island, Massachusetts.

Please use this money for your research on whales and dolphins.

Best wishes for your work in the coming year.

Jean Rioux, PrO[JramDirector CONSERVATION SOCIETY

Many thanks for forwarding your
excellent newsletter. Good luck with

the work you are doing.

I can see you may feel some frustra
tion that the burden is perhaps not

equally shared. Don't worry, it is
exactly the ·same here, and I suspect
everywhere. It's just the nature of the
beast that 10% of the people con
tribute 90% of the effort!

The good thing is that a small handful
of people, armed with goodwill and
even a small amount of talent , can

achieve astounding things if they stick
to it over time. With just a little per
severance, we have accomplished
many feats we would never have
dreamt possible, and we have to just

keep pinching ourselves to know it is
real. I'm sure it is the same for you.
Bill Fulton, President

ORRCA (Australia)

Nan Rice, Secretary

The Dolphin Action &..Protection Group (South Africa)

Thank you for sending us your newsletter, which I found

very interesting and well put together.

I have placed your organisation's name on our mailing list So

that you will receive both our member's newsletter and also

the Dolphin Whale Watch RSA newsletter which we send

out biannually.

With best wishes,

International Dolphin Watch (EnBland)

I have just come across news of your organisa·
tion from the Sea Watch Foundation newslet·

ter. As we are always keen to get news from

other groups and to keep others informed of

II'fTr~~ c"t- our activities I have made you one of our mem-

141'to"<4L It\~;S bers. I suggest that, in lieu offees, we swop
OcnP'1 newsletters. I hope this meets with your .

approval and look forward to hearing more

from you in the future.

Enclosed is the latest edition of our journll Dolphin which I hope you find interesting.

Jane 1. !1!hite, Senior Admini>1rator
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Whale mechanics

This story written byJoe Monaahanfirst appearedIn the Kllmore Parish

Journal (no. 22). It recountsthe tale ifJohnny Keatino.]or many years

one c!fKilmore's most prooressiveftshermen.

Although his late father, jim, had no nautical back
ground, the fact that his mother is a member of the
Bates family from Kilmore ensured that a certain

amount of 'salt water' was in his blood.

For years now he has followed different types of fish
around our shores and out into the Atlantic as far as the

Porcupine Bank. This year he decided to diversify further

by going after tuna which brought the Bridoet Carmel and
her crew to a position approximately 350 miles south-west
of Castletownbere from where she fishes for most of the

year.

Our story starts on Saturday, 18 August when johnny
and his crew were on the thirteenth day of their second

trip. That night as they began to shoot the nets they knew

the wind was going to change before morning so they

steamed back to the opposite end of the gear to which they

normally would.
Allowing for tide drift, they were fairly sure they were

coming down clear on the north side of the nets. But when
they arrived at the other end they looked in the direction to

where the winkie should have been, only to discover it was

about one mile away in the opposite direction.

They suspected that they must have steamed through

their own gear, but as there was no vibration in the propel

lor, they dismissed this notion without much thought.

N ext morning while hauling the gear aboard they were

not surprised to fmd the top rope of one of the nets broken

and the net itself damaged too much to continue fishing.
The crew mended the net and the whole incident was for

gotten for the next three days while they continued the trip

in more or less the same position.

On hauling the nets on the last day of the trip johnny
radioed his estimated time of arrival to the Fishermen's Co

Op. in Castletown and started full steam ahead for home.
On using full power for the fIrst time since arriving in

the fishing grounds, all the crew realised they had a prob

lem. The engine temperature was high, speed down and the

propellor was vibrating badly. Their estimated time of
arrival in Castletownbere was also 'gone for a burton'.

The Bridoet Carmel carried on at reduced speed until
about one 0'clock the next afternoon. Then johnny spotted

a killer whale jumping out of the water about five degrees
off the starboard bow, and a short time later noticed a small
school of them some distance from the boat.

Although johnny and crew had lost considerable time

due to their propellor problem, the skipper decided he was

going to have a good look at the whales as he might never
see the like again. So he slowed down and headed towards

them, at the same time shouting to the crew to come and .
have a look.

As they dodged along at two or three knots towards

them one of the whales suddenly broke away from the rest

and headed towards the Bridoet Carmel. It kept coming
slowly, firstly on their beam and then falling aft on their
starboard quarter.

Suddenly it started to close in on the boat and to the

amazement of the crew proceeded with an apparent sense

of purpose to swim under the stern as if it was fully aware

of the problem with the propellor. After about thirty sec
onds the whale started to fall back from the boat. When its

head came clear of the stern the crew, to their astonish

ment, could see that it had hold of a large ball of blue rope
in its mouth.

It stopped about ten feet from the stern, showed the

rope to the crew, let it go, and then fell back from the boat.
It was then noticed that a large piece of netting was still

trailing from the propellor. While the whale seemed in two

minds as to whether to return to its companions or stay
with the boat, the crew tried for fully five minutes to dis

lodge the piece of netting with a boat hook.

Thinking that was that, johnny put the Bridoet Carmel in

gear to head for home. Instantly the whale turned and
headed back towards them. Also by this time, David Keat

ing was armed with his video camera. Wondering if the

killer whale was coming back to have a go at a piece of the

netting, johnny again 'clutched out' .
This time the whale went under the boat at least three

times, apparently trying to dislodge obstruction. Fortu
mtely, thanks to David Keating, this part of the episode was

recorded on video. Apparently satisfied, the whale again

fell astern. This time the net came out easily for the boat

hook-their black and white friend had obviously pulled it

clear of the propellor.

In a state of wonder, johnny set out for home at about

eight knots and sure enough the whale immediately appeared
on their starboard side and swam alongside for about half a

mile. Apparently satisfied that everything was in order, the
killer then turned back towards its companions and that was

the last they saw of one truly remarkable mammal.

As for an explanation for its conduct johnny Keating
suggests that through some uncanny sense, it knew the

sound coming from the boat was not right, considering the
fact that it seemed to know exactly where and what the

problem was. Could I suggest the Lord has a journeyman
fitter our there in the Atlantic to look after his own in times
of need.
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Historical hatchet job
An extract from Letters from the Irish Highlands of Connemara
by the B1ake.family cifHenvy1e House 1823--4. Published by Gibbons

Publications, CliIden, 1995.

Our little colony has been in a state of great excite
ment this last week or ten days. The means of

acquiring both wealth and glory have been placed

before our eyes, and we have failed of obtaining either. The

disappointment, you may suppose, was no slight one; and,
trust me, the ladies are not to blame

All our powers of eloquence were exerted, and had the

world been fifty years backwarder in civilization, you might

have heard of our seizing the harpoon and the oar, and emu

lous of the noble daring of Granawaile, going forth our

selves to encounter the unwieldy monster of the deep. A
whale hunt would have been an amusement at once novel

and interesting, and the description might, perhaps, have

afforded some gratification to the curiosity of a Londoner.

But, alas! bound by the iron bands of decent custom, we

have been obliged to remain, as patiently as might be, in a

state of inglorious inactivity, and have seen the whales, after

disporting themselves unmolested within gun -shot of our

shores, retire to the sheltering caverns of the deep, without

lifting a hand against one of them. His Honour's absence at
this critical moment was particularly unfortunate; had he

been at home, an attempt, at least, would have been made

to secure a part of the offered spoil; but not even this could

be obtained from the trembling natives. We sent for the
stoutest and best fishermen on the coast, one who has

acquired the patronymic of Long Tom, and by his gigantic
stature would seem to claim kindred with the big Joyces.
We endeavoured to rouse his spirit to the enterprize, and

when he objected his utter ignorance on the subject, we

took down a volume of Rees's Cyclopoedia, and gave him,

at full length a receipt to catch a whale! But all in vain-the

poor man, it is true, dared not refuse compliance; but it

was evident that he shrunk from the dangers of unknown

warfare, and happily for him, before his boat and tackle

could be made ready for active service, a gale came on from
the north-west, and our visitors retired to deeper seas.

It was indeed a curious sight, and it was with feelings

that cannot be easily expressed that we stood for hours on

the cliff, with our telescopes, watching for the appearance

of these monsters, and eagerly catching the momentary

glimpse that was afforded us. What we actually saw was

very little; but imagination readily fIlled up all that was
wanting of the enormous bulk of this living mountain. Sev
eral were seen to rise at the same time among the different

islands; the spouting of the water was easily distinguished

from the white surf, which was thrown up from the rocks
concealed beneath the surface of the water; but it did not

rise higher than the foam frequently does, and on this point

the effect was much inferior to the terrific grandeur with

which our fancy had represented them, rising from the dark
bosom of the waves, to spout forth a column of water sev

eral fathom in height. Two or three boats ventured out from

some of the neighbouring islands, but they kept a very
respectful distance, and, upon their return, told such

alarming tales of the danger they had run of having their

frail bark upset, by a touch of the monster's tail, as effectu
ally dampened the courage of their less daring companions.

One of the cruizers fired a gun in passing, but without

much effect: the animal scarcely seemed to notice the

attack, and, without putting himself to inconvenience, by

any unusual degree of haste, sunk quietly into the lap of his
mother ocean. .

We indulged to the last a hope, which was not however

realized, that a wounded one might be thrown upon the

shore, and thus placed within our grasp. The same accident,

which roused the idle guests of Magnus Troil, occurred in

Clare Island, where one of them got into the shallow waters

of the retiring tide, and was nearly exhausted before his
efforts to recover the deeper channel were successful; but it

did not appear that the unenterprizing islanders had made

any attempts to detain him.
It is now five years since the inhabitants of Cunnemarra

were enriched by this most valuable of Neptune's gifts. A

Spermaceti whale was then stranded on the shores of

Roundstone Bay. The ebbing waves left him at the mercy of

his enemies, who found considerable difficulty in compass

ing his death, even when he lay unresistingly before them.
They were at last obliged to have recourse to a hatchet,
which was hammered into his skull, and, even after this

barbarous but necessary operation, the poor animallin

gered five hours before life could be extinguished from the

huge carcase. It measured seventy-two feet in length, six
teen feet in thickness, and seventeen feet between the two

forks of the tail. Some of the flesh was eaten by the poor
people, and pronounced to resemble coarse beef. The

Spermaceti whales having teeth instead of whalebone, the

only part which is of any use in the oil. The value of this,

which was £1200, would have been much greater, but for
the ignorance of the people who suffered a considerable

quantity t<,>escape before they were aware of its value. Part

of the hea:d is still preserved at Ballynahinch, and would you

not have been pleased to walk, as we did, up its fearfully
extended jaws, examining the Spermaceti, which still con
tinues to ooze out, and forming, by comparison, our own

judgement of the vast proportions of this marine monster.
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Managing Ireland as a Whale
and Dolphin Sanctuary

Dr Emer Ronan is a research biolooist in the Department if Zool

0B!, University Collene, Cork. She has been studyinn cetaceans in
Ireland since 1992 and reviews here the history if the Irish Whale

and Dolphin Sanctuary.

According to a defmition offered by the
IUCN /UNEP /WWF workshop on Cetacean Sanc

tuaries, a cetacean sanctuary is a place:
• where no cetacean may be killed, taken alive or

harassed;

• where the environmental qualities which are necessary

for the biological functions that cetaceans perform there

(such as breeding, calving, migrating, feeding) ate not

impaired by human activities;

• where benign scientific research and observation by the

public may be conducted under appropriate control;

• where public awareness of the significance of cetaceans
in the natural environment can be enhanced.

Since the declaration ofIrish waters as a whale and dol

phin sanctuary in June 1991 much has been achieved and

the declaration has had many implications, some of which
meet the criteria set out in the above definition. People are

now far more aware of the presence of cetaceans in Irish

waters through the various activities of the Irish Whale and

Dolphin Group (IWDG). The "UP WHALES" exhibition
run in conjunction with Conamara Environmental Educa
tion Centre at ENFO in Dublin attracted over 20,000 visi

tors. Cetacean identification posters and information sheets

have been prepared and sent to schools and many talks have

been given to schools, clubs and societies by many IWDG
members, in particular Brendan Price. More people are

now involved in sea watches and regularly record strandings

and sightings of whales, dolphins and porpoises in Irish

waters. This network provides valuable information about
the distribution of cetaceans around the Irish coast. Whale

watching trips are now available from a number of loca

tions, mainly from the south and south-west coasts and in

the Shannon estuary where a resident population of bot

tlenose dolphins occurs.
For efficient management of the sanctuary it is important

that threats to cetaceans be identified and quantified: The

sanctuary declaration has encouraged research and at Uni

versity College Cork a number of research projects have
been carried out on various aspect~ of cetacean biology. The

"Health Status of Small Cetaceans" project, funded by the

National Heritage Council, examined various aspects of the

biology of small cetaceans and involved postmortem exami-

nation of stranded and by-caught cetaceaRS. Information

including age, reproductive status, diet, growth, parasites,

genetics and contaminants (heavy metals, radionuclides,
organochlorines) was obtained. Most of the animals

stranded or by-caught were from the south and west coasts,

with small numbers being reported from the east coast. A

lot of information has been obtained on life-history parame

ters (including the study of the recent mass stranding of

Atlantic white-sided dolphins in Killala Bay,Co Mayo, part
funded by the National Parks and Wildlife Service) but some

of the more interesting results from the Health Status study
showed that small cetaceans, like harbour porpoises, com

mon dolphins and striped dolphins, eat a wide variety of fish

species, including hake, herring, whiting, Norway pout,

poor cod and some squid species. The high prevalence of the

smaller species such as Norway pout and poor cod in the

diet may suggest that these species are relatively abundant in

Irish waters or that top predators are switching to non-com

mercial prey items as commercial stocks decline. Prelimi

nary results show that radionuclide levels recorded from

harbour porpoises stranded or by-caught along the east coast

of Ireland and the west coast of England and Wales (Irish
Sea) are higher than levels recorded from animals stranded
on the west coast ofIreland (Atlantic Ocean) or the east

coast of England (North Sea). Levels recorded are higher

than those recorded from commercial fish landings reflect
ing the position of harbour porpoises as top predators. In

addition, levels of heavy metals measured in porpoises and

common dolphins are similar to those recorded elsewhere in

Europe. Undoubtedly, more work is needed to look at

where these animals go, what they eat and how contami

nants are passed along the food chains.

The impact of the fishing industry on cetaceans both
directly through entanglement and from competition for

resources is one of the most sensitive issues affecting the

management of a cetacean sanctuary. Since the sanctuary

declaration, studies on incidental capture in a number of
fisheries off the south and south-west coasts have been car

ried out with the full co-operation of the fishing industry.

These studies involve placing observers on-board boats to

identify and quantify cetacean by-catch. The first study

aimed to examine incidence of by-catch in gill nets in the

Celtic Sea. The target species for this fishery was hake and
the study showed that this fishing method was catching up

to 1500 harbour porpoises per year but only a few common
dolphins. In contrast, in a study of the herring fishery in the

Celtic Sea which is part of an international study of pelagic
trawl fisheries, no cetacean by-catch was recorded.

Surface drift nets have always been perceived as catching

large numbers of cetaceans and during 1993 an observer

study to assess ecological risk in the Irish tuna fishery was
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carried out. In contrast to a similar study carried out on the

French Albacore tuna fishery, results showed that around

200 dolphins (mostly common dolphins) were caught.
All of these studies show that it is very important that

each fishing method in different geographical locations be
examined carefully as there appears to be differences in

cetacean by-catch rates depending on gear type and loca
tion. There is a clear need for more studies to map and,

quantify cetacean by-catch in other areas and it is also

important that better population estimates for cetaceans

be obtained to calculate the impact of fishing activity. The
results from the Small Cetaceans Abundance in the North

Sea (SCANS) survey, which extended into the Celtic Sea,

may help determine the degree of threat to cetacean pop
ulations in the Celtic Sea. It is also important that the

Do whales need sunscreen?

Brendan Branioan (with the assistance if Barry M Plunkett and

James F Branioan) writes about the possibility if a link between

ozone depletion and loss if natural immunity aoainst disease in the

rioht whale.

The world's longest running whale study is carried outby the Massachusetts based Whale Conservation Insti

tute (WCI). It was started by Dr Roger Payne in 1971 off

the coast of Patagonia, Argentina. This area happens to be

one of the most ozone depleted areas of the world.

The weI has been conducting aerial surveys of the

whales since 1971. Photographs taken have shown a dra

matic increase in the white oval-shaped pox marks on their
backs. In 1975, 2% of the whales had these patches. In

1990 surveys showed this figure had risen to 40%. The

whales with the most pox marks are the mothers and

calves. They spend a lot of time resting in shallow waters
where their backs become dried out and sun burned. The

increase in the number of pox marks started in 1984,

around the time that the ozone layer depletion also rose

sharply. Captive dolphins also develop similar skin patches

Right Whale
We're always leaving, and our young
Enormous mollusks fasten to our sides.

Their hugs are currents, guidance is the moon

That pulls the girdles of the world, we dive.

Down into gulfs, long windows, dreams

Not just the swallowed sailor type, but stretching
from the mud of creatures, necks,

And fangs, new fangled flashing in the air

behaviour of cetaceans near fishing gear be studied to try

and modify the gear to reduce or prevent by-catch, where

necessary.
Proper conservation not only requires the relevant sci

entific studies but the creation of political will if conser va
tion measures are to be effective. Since the Irish whale and

dolphin sanctuary declaration we have come a long way in
the study of cetaceans in Irish waters but more work is

needed and, ironically, there are no scientific studies being
carried out in Ireland on cetaceans at present. The sanctu

ary declaration has also stimulated an interest in cetaceans

in Ireland encouraging people to take an active role in their

enjoyment and welfare. This ultimately may ensure that

"these magnificent creatures ... will not be put in danger of

extinction but be preserved for future generations".

(which are thought to be caused by pox virus) when tank

filtration breaks down or when their beaks become dry or
sunburned.

The ozone layer normally fIlters ultraviolet-B (uv-B)

radiation. Its depletion means that this radiation reaches the
Earth's surface. It is known to increase the risk of skin can

cer in humans. It has also been shown to damage natural

immunity in laboratory mice and to damage plankton and
frog's eggs.

As yet there is no evidence to show that it can cause

damage to wild mammal populations.

The work of Dr Payne and the WCI is documented in

the National Geooraphic magazine of October 1972 and

March 1976. The National Geooraphic featured articles on

cetaceans in the following issues also: Sept 1966, Porpoises:

Our friends in the sea; Dec 1976, Imperilled giants and

Exploring the lives of whales; lan 1979, Humpbacks; Apr
1982, New light on humpback whales; lun 1994, White
whales of the north.

Short articles can also be found in the Earth Almanac

sections of Feb 1992, May and November 1993 and March

1994 issues. These have information on blue, grey and
humpback whales.

For blood's ancestory, forcing toeholds there,

And the return, unfisting here to fluke ...
Air calls the lungs, the nostrils on the head,

From each black fathom, its reluctant dependants

Plunge out unhoisted, our mark upon the earth
Is the wallop of old boots on the Atlantic.

Eric Cole, 2632 Tillinos Rd., Pickerino, Ontario ,
\

\
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Sampling the data

Conal 0'Flanaoan Oives a prOfJressreport on the Constant FjJort

Scheme which has been in operation sinceJune 1994. Opposite is a

tabulation if the results soJar.

This scheme seeks to improve our knowledge of the
status, distribution and abundance of cetaceans

around Ireland by means of regular watching from
headlands and other coastal locations.

By recording how frequently cetaceans are seen over a
period of time, it is hoped to build up a picture of stretches

of coast of importance to cetaceans and gather information

on population, breeding success and local movements.
The scheme commenced in june 1994 although a small

number of trial watches were done before then. In 1994,
133 watches were carried out in 16 different locations, 5 of

these, however, were once-off watches. While the informa

tion gained is important it is difficult to put it into context at
this stage. As the scheme develops and a clearer picture of

status and distribution emerges the significance of once-off

watches and indeed of casual sightings will become clearer.
If we leave the 5 once-off watches aside, the remaining

128 watches were carried out at 11 sites and varied from 25

at one site to 3 at others, including a total of over 200 hours

watching.
Watches took place from june to December but with an

understandable peak in the summer months when better

weather and longer days made watching both more enjoy
able and easier to fit in.

Of the 11 sites that were watched regularly, sightings

were recorded at 6, namely Howth Head, Co. Dublin; Bray

Head/Greystones, Co. Wicklow; Barrow Beach, Bally

heigue Bay, Co. Kerry; Beal, Asdee, Co. Kerry (at the
mouth of the Shannon); Dereen, Fanore, Co. Clare (south

of Black Head) and Fornis, Lettermullen, Co. Galway.

At Howth Head there was one sighting of 1-6 porpoises

every ninety minutes watched, on average, during june,

july and August. This dropped to 1 sighting every 5 hours
from September to Decemb~r.

At Bray Head/Greystones the july to August ratio was

one sighting of 1-3 porpoises every 5 hours with no sight

ings over a reduced amount of watching in September and
October, when watching ceased.

At Barrow Beach the only sighting was in October when

10-12 bottlenosed or common dolphins were seen despite

a total of 30 hours watching having been done on a regular
basis from june to December.

At Beal the ratio was one sighting of 6-1 0 unidentified

dolphins per hour watched from june to August but no

records later in the year, despite watching continuing into

October. This ratio might be slightly misleading as some of
the watches were commenced when the dolphins were first

spotted through the living-room window! The lack of sight

ings at Beal from September onwards bears out the com

ments by the Beal particjpants that dolphins are rarely if
ever seen there from October to April.

At Dereen in Co. Clare there was one sighting of from

,4-7 probable bottlenosed dolphins per 5 hours watched

from june to August, dropping to one sighting in 19 hours
in September/October when watching ceased.

At Forms there was one unidentified dolphin seen over 2

hours watching in August and none over 90 minutes watch

ing in September/October.
From the information received the reduction in sightings

from September onwards cannot be fully explained by

fewer watches or poorer watching conditions, though these

factors probably did have an effect on the sightings rate.

Interestingly, there were no sightings of dolphins at any

site from mid-August up to early October when single sight

ings were recorded at both Dereen and Barrow Beach. This
prompts the question where were the dolphins after mid

August and why did they return briefly in early October?
Perhaps a pattern will emerge as the scheme progresses over

the years.
juveniles were reported from four of the sites, with very

small porpoises being se'en at both Howth and Bray/ Grey
stones and small dolphins being seen at Beal and Dereen.

It is pleasing to note some breeding success at these sites
and it will be interesting to see how the numbers of juve

niles and indeed overall numbers vary from year to year.
So, after seven months the scheme has identified 5

stretches of coast frequented by cetaceans and shown that

these areas were less frequented after August. There are

obviously more than 5 areas of importance to cetaceans but

they were not watched in 1994. More helpers are needed
to identify other areas and increase our knowledge of the
status of cetaceans around our coasts. IWDG members are

invited to join in, even if it is only for a few watches a year.

All those who took part in 1994 enjoyed doing so and are

looking forward to an equally enjoyable 1995.
I would like to express my thanks to all the participants

for their time and diligence in making the scheme such a

success in its first year and look forward to hearing from

more IWDG members shortly. For further details contact:

Conal O'Flanagan, 41 Lorean Grove, Santry, Dublin 9
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The words and refrain echoed again and again by mem
bers and friends of the Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

when asked their feelings about Simon Berrow's depar

ture to forlorn, desolate and remote Bird Island for 2\ years; 30

months; 912 days ... were enchantingly warm and simple. Most
common was 'miss him' , 'enriched us' and it is this universal

warmth and regard in which Simon is held that is our greatest

tribute to him and no words s:an improve on this feeling or

enhance the afterglow. Tributes to his prowess, his science, his

diplomatic skills, his organisational abilities, his energy, drive

and charisma were also abundant. This all pales into insignifi

cance alongside his value to us all as 'Friend to all the world' .

May good thoughts follow you Simon!

Strangely it is as though Simon is one of the 'Faery Chil

dren' written of by Yeats and spoken of by Gerrit van
Gelderen as he is enticed further 'To the waters and the wild'.

For the Irish Whale and Dolphin Sanctuary, Simon has been

ubiquitous, eyes and ears everywhere. The Irish government,

opw, NWPS and Irish public also owe him a great debt, as he

has been a marvellous ambassador for the Sanctuary and

enhanced our scientific and national profIle immeasurably and
will continue to do so.

Everyone knew, as he had arrived, he would one day go and

no doubt return again another day! When you have created a

home and a Sanctuary for Whales and Dolphins you can never

really leave and will remain connected wherever you go. 'Land

divides, sea unites' . Simon is certainly not predicable but has

provided the IWDG with stability and continuity in its devel

opment. Too young to be a folk hero, he has already entered

the folk memory and consciousness of the IWDG and this

Sanctuary nation and his sunny disposition and guiding hand

will continue to help chart our direction. Nothing is
immutable or cast in stone and all that come after will make

their own mark, yet always be influenced by Simon's founda
tion work.

A formidable 'birder', crows fIrst brought him to Ireland

and occupied his early years here. His catholic curiosity took

him in many other directions, his good hard science coming to

the assistance of many causes and organisations, helping con

servation, environmental welfare and fIsheries among many

other interests. His love of 'foreign games' and misplaced

belief in 'Wolves' meant he saw potential everywhere, and,

'Wolves' excepted, mostly he was right.

He does not arouse envy or resentment but brings out

untapped potential where he passes. Irish people are once again

becoming very intimately, immediately and locally involved

with whales and dolphins. In the IWDG he held together many

previously irreconcilable groupings and that remains its strength

today. That such a wide spectrum of groupings and individuals
hold him in such affection and esteem and call him 'friend' is a

tribute beyond any formal accolades to this mendicant reticent

who came among us and now goes to live with the wandering
albatross on Bird Island.

Simon, your friends wish you luck with the music (don't

keep the neighbours awake!), languages (nobody will notice

you talking to yourself) and, of course, the work. God speed
and safe return.

Farewell, Farewell! But this / tell / To thee, thou Weddin8 Guest! / He

prayeth well, who /oveth well / Both man and bird and beast.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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Emer Rogan (acting)
Department of Zoology

University College
Cork

Telephone: 021 904053
Fax:021 277922

National co-ordinators

Terry Bruton
Ulster Museum

Botanic Gardens

Belfast

Telephone: 08 01232381251 (from within Rol)

Fax: 0801232665510 (from within Rol)

Regional co-ordinators

Region: Counties Louth, Meath, Dublin
Name: John Woodlock

Address: 42 Hillside Gardens, Skerries, Co. Dublin

Telephone: 01 8492268

Region: County Wexford
Name: Jim Hurley

Address: Grange, Kilmore, Co. Wexford

Telephone: 053 29671

Region: County Waterford/East Cork
Name: Pat Smiddy, OPW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Ballymacoda, Ballykeneally, Co. Cork

Tekphone:02498286

Region: South Cork
Name: Emer Rogan

Address: c/o Zoology Department, UCC

Telephone: 021 904053

Region: West Cork (Clonakilty, Mizen, Bantry)
Name: Declan O'Donnell, OPW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Direenlomane, Ballydehob

Telephone: 028 37347

Region: West Cork (Beara Peninsula)
Name: Danny Osbourne
Address: Garranes, Beara, Castletownbere

Telephone: 027 73086

Region: South Kerry (Kenmare Bay)
Name: Michael O'Sullivan, OPW National Parks and WiJdlife Service

Address: Ardshillane East, Sneem

Telephone:06445257

Region: Mid Kerry (Castlemaine Harbour)
Name: Pat Foley, OPW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Boultens, Castlemaine

Telephone: 066 672 35

Region: North Kerry (fralee Bay)
Name: Tim O'Donoghue, OPW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Upper Ballybrenagh, Tralee

Telephone: 066 24725

Region: County Clare
Name: Paddy O'Sullivan, OPW National Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Drumcliffe, Ennis

Telephone: 065 22940

Region: County Mayo (Achill Island)
Name: John O'Shea

Address: Dooagh, Aehillisiand

Telephone: 098 43112

Region: South Conamara
Name: Padraic de Bhaldraithe

Address: Fornis, Leitir Meallain, Co. na Gaillimhe

Telephone: 091 81126

Region: Counties Sligo and Leitrim
Name: Dr Don Cotton

Address: Rathrowan House, Rathaberna, Sligo

Telephone: 071 43261 (w) or 071 43251 (h)

Region: County Donegal (South)
Name: Richard Timony

Address: Elisnor, Donegal Town

Telephone: 073 22363

Region: County Donegal (North)
Name: Joanna Mcinerney

Address: Garton VEC, Church Hill, Letterkenny

Telephone: 074 37032 (h) or 07437402 (w)

Region: County Antrim
Name: John Greer

Address: Portrush Countryside Centre, 8 Bath Road, Portrush

Telephone: 08 01 265 823600 (from within Republic oflreland)

Region: Counties Derry and Down
Name: Terry Bruton

Address: Ulster Museum, Botanic Gardens, Belfast

Telephone: 08 0123238125 (from within Republic of Ireland) ,

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group is dedicated to the study and

conservation of cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) in Irish

waters. It has established and co-ordinates a network of regional
co-ordinators (see above) who will visit stranded animals and col

lect records of those sighted at sea. If you find a whale, dolphin or

porpoise washed up, observe one at sea or from the shore, or are

interested in learning more about the group, contact your regional
co-ordinator or the national co-ordinators.

You",..,

pl~~e~c.
f" 'v .. :ii-,":;1'h· '

Pleue sclJd commeng.,p.d l:onttlbutl'OftlI ~

IWDG,c/o ZoojoC)' ~partmen~ U~eraltr<1il"e;COl:k;1
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Celebratinn Ireland's Whale and Dolphin Sanctuary

The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group Events Guide May 1995

Free public eventto be held in St Stephen's Green on Sunday 28 May from 14.00 to 16.30 featuring Mamas with their Moby Dick
show and a host of Irish musicians and youth theatres.

Specially commissioned by Iarnr6d Eireann, CAN & AFA commemorative plaques to be unveiled in St Stephen's Green, Dublin on

28 May and in Ballina, Co Mayo on 13 May (provisional).

Iamr6d Eireann are running a special series of posters featuring drawings on the theme of whale and dolphin conservation by well
known artist and TV personality Don Conroy which will be displayed nationwide.

Display stand at the Bank ofIreland, College Green, containing information about Ireland's Whale and Dolphin sanctuary.

The Ocean D,qender, a permanent marine wildlife rescue vessel, will be moored below Talbot Bridge and will feature an exhibition

on marine conservation hosted by Earthkind UK. This exhibition will run from 27 May to 4 June.

Seawatch guided walks:

7 May

14 May

21 May

21 Mo/

28 Mo/

28 May

11 June

Howth Head

HowthHead

Howth Head

Co Clare with Paudie Cos8cove

Sli80 with Don Cotton
~st Cork with Dedan O'Donnell

~iford with Jim Hurley

Meet 2:00 at Dart Station (Howth)

Meet 2:00 at The Aquarium (Bray)

Meet 2:00 at Dart Station (Howth)

Meet 2:00 at I%st Clare Co-op, Carri8aholt

Tel: 071 4325 I (H)jOr details
Meet 2:00 at Mizen Head

Meet 2:30 at Baldwinster

Art exhibition to be held in the Bridge Mills, Galway featuring work by various artists on the theme of whales and dolphins.

The 'Up Whales' exhibition will travel to the Aran Islands courtesy ENFO, CEEC and the IWDG.

The skeleton of the much publicised fm whale will be on display in Ballyheigue, Co. Kerry.

A boat rally has been organised in Portrush, Co. Antrim on Friday 9 and Saturday 10 June promoting whale and dolphin conserva
tion. Contact Jim Allen at Coleraine 0126552181.

The Causeway Coast Kayak Association will be manning a caravan at Portrush Annual Raft Race at Portrush Harbour, Co. Antrim

on 27 May to provide information on whales and dolphins and the marine environment.

All sailing clubs around the coast of Ireland have been asked to go afloat on Sunday 28 May in celebration of the 'sanctuary' in Irish
territorial waters.

Hoardings on building projects in the Temple Bar area are to feature paintings of various species of whales and dolphins.

Public lectures will be niven by specialists in the field at Trinity Collene and the Bank oj Ireland between 22 and 26 May.

Sidney Holt, IFAWon Whales and whalin8; Mike O'Donoghue, Department of Conservation, New Zealand on Whale Strandin8s

in New Zealand; Professor David Blackmore on New Zealand Foundation for the Study if the Welfare if Whales.

Face to Face with a beached whale? Guideline for the welfare oflive stranded cetaceans: The IWDG in collaboration with the RSPCA

have produced guidelines on how to deal with live stranded cetaceans.

Contact Brendan Price Tobergregan, Garristown, Co. Dublin 01-8354370.

Whalewatehin8 in Northern Europe: Launch and press conference of whalewatching guide featuring Ireland.

Joint WDCS/IWDG reception at Buswells Hotel at 17:30 on Thursday 25 May.

Forfurther details and an updated agenda contact Marie O'Connor
at 7-9 Aston Q!Ia.r,Dublin 2 Tel: 01-6715444.



International Whalinn Commission
47th annual meetinn

The Commissioner for Ireland, Mr Michael Canny, has now confirmed that his Government will host

the the annual meeting in Dublin, and has given the following dates:

8-20 May
22-27 May

29 May-2 June

Scientific Committee

Working Groups and Sub-Committees

[WC,47

After discussions with the Chairman of the Commission, Dr Peter Bridgewater, the timetable for the

third week (technical meetings) is proposed as follows:

Monday 22 May
Inspection and Observation Working Group

Tuesday 23 May
Working Group on Socio-Economic Implications and Small type Whaling (am)

Working Group to Consider a Mechanism to Address Small Cetaceans in the Commission (pm)

Wednesday 24 May
Finance and Administration Committee (am)

Review and adopt reports (pm)

Thursday 25 May
Working Group on Whalewatching (am)

Review and adopt reports (pm)

Friday 26 May
Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling Sub-committee (am)

Irifractions Sub-committee (p m)

Saturday 27 May
Review and adopt reports

Sunday 28 May
Commissioners' Meeting

The workshop on Whale Killing Methods will be held from Tuesday 23 to Thursday 25 May and its

report will be considered initially by the Technical Committee in the week commencing 29 May.


